failures in many environments, where moisture is present.

corrosion and corrosion-related failures are designed to prevent corrosion and oxidation such as chemical, washdown, hazardous, turf & ornamental, or anywhere moisture is present.

The custom silicone sealant prevents corrosion and oxidation of wire ends by completely surrounding and coating the wires upon insertion into the connector. The sealant never hardens providing corrosion protection, but also ensures safety against corrosion-related flashover, not available from ordinary wire connectors. King Connectors exceed NEMA's requirements as a corrosion-proofing barrier, increase safety in hazardous locations where explosion-proof equipment is required, can be used in many direct-bury applications without the need of a junction box, and carry a limited lifetime warranty against corrosion-related failures. For more information, call 314-423-5300.

CIRCLE #306

Otterbine offers Fractional Series

The Fractional Series by Otterbine incorporates many features from Otterbine’s other aeration systems, but at a fraction of the cost. This new line of high-quality water features, designed for small ponds at golf courses, includes all three of the interchangeable spray patterns: Starburst, Phoenix and Rocket. The Phoenix and Rocket patterns can be varied in height and diameter by simply adjusting the diffuser ring. You determine your spray pattern and change it whenever you like. These 1/2-hp units are manufactured entirely of stainless steel and thermal plastics.

For more information, contact Otterbine Barebo, Inc., 3840 Main Road E., Emmaus, PA 18049; or call 1-800-AERSTER.

CIRCLE #307

UHS, Roberts unveil new Perennial Ryegrass

Passport Perennial Ryegrass (Exp.# PST-2FF) is the latest generation cultivar out of the cool-season turfgrass research programs in Oregon...

United Horticultural Supply, in conjunction with Roberts Seed Co., has an exclusive agreement to market it nationally. Out of 123 entries, Passport tied for third place in overall turfgrass quality in 28 locations in the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program. Passport did very well on spring greenup. This means it is winter hardy and starts aggressively when weather warms up. It was at the top of the chart in dark green appearance and scored well on appearance, cutting ease and disease resistance.

For more information, contact Roberts at 1-800-258-4657.

CIRCLE #308

Regal offers new granule, SysTec

SysTec 1998 WDG, a water dispersible granule fungicide for use on all turfgrasses and ornamental plants, has been introduced by Regal Chemical Co.

SysTec 1998 WDG is a broad-spectrum, highly systemic fungicide which is very effective for the prevention and control of turf diseases such as Fusarium Blight, Dollar Spot, Copper Spot, Large Brown Patch, Stripe Smut and many others.

The product is packaged in 5-pound bags, four bags per case.

For more information, contact Regal Chemical Co., P.O. Box 900, Alpharetta, GA 30239; or call 1-800-621-5208.

CIRCLE #309

Garon gives floors indestructible finish

Treflite, a premium epoxy floor resurfacer from Garon Products, Inc., provides an almost indestructible finish to old and new floors. Easy to apply, Treflite is non-shrink and quick-set: Floors are opened to foot traffic in four hours, normal traffic in just 12 hours. It bonds to virtually any surface: concrete, wood, steel, aluminum, glass and ceramics. It is resistant to thermal and physical shock, abrasion, acids, alkalis and solvents.

Treflite’s epoxy binder creates an impervious floor for use anywhere—a highly chemical-resistant surface is created. Totally non-skid, it virtually eliminates slipping, even when wet. No special tools or skills are required for application. One 5-gallon pail covers 40 square feet at 1/8-inch.

For more information and a free catalog, contact Garon Products at 800-631-5380.

CIRCLE #310